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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to address the problem of predicting pedestrian move-
ment and behavior in and among crowds. Specifically, we will focus on an agent based
approach where pedestrians are treated individually and parameters for an energy model are
trained by real world video data. These learned pedestrian models are useful in applications
such as tracking, simulation, and artificial intelligence. The applications of this method
are explored and experimental results show that our trained pedestrian motion model is
beneficial for predicting unseen or lost tracks as well as guiding appearance based tracking
algorithms.
The method we have developed for training such a pedestrian model operates by opti-
mizing a set of weights governing an aggregate energy function in order to minimize a loss
function computed between a model’s prediction and annotated ground-truth pedestrian
tracks. The formulation of the underlying energy function is such that using tight convex
upper bounds, we are able to efficiently approximate the derivative of the loss function with
respect to the parameters of the model. Once this is accomplished, the model parameters
are updated using straightforward gradient descent techniques in order to achieve an optimal
solution.
iii
This formulation also lends itself towards the development of a multiple behavior model.
The multiple pedestrian behavior styles, informally referred to as “stereotypes”, are common
in real data. In our model we show that it is possible, due to the unique ability to compute
the derivative of the loss function, to build a new model which utilizes a soft-minimization
of single behavior models. This allows unsupervised training of multiple different behavior
models in parallel. This novel extension makes our method unique among other methods in
the attempt to accurately describe human pedestrian behavior for the myriad of applications
that exist. The ability to describe multiple behaviors shows significant improvements in the
task of pedestrian motion prediction.
iv
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
Vision is one of the most important tools available to humans, it is apparent in our language
where “to see” means “to understand.” In computer vision we attempt to create algorithms
and methods that allow computers to understand images and videos. It makes sense that
the purpose of many of the tools in computer vision fixate on identifying and understanding
human beings. From face detection to fundamental matrices, the focus of the field of com-
puter vision seems to be to better understand the world and allow human beings to better
interact with it. Among the many problems within computer vision concerning humans, un-
derstanding pedestrian activities and behaviors has been an important research area where
many practical applications are starting to be developed in recent years. Modeling these
pedestrian movements is a unique area due to the complex social interactions of human
beings. Only in the past couple of years have researchers begun to train their models from
real world data. In this dissertation we will explore the current work in learning pedestrian
models, propose our own method, and compare methods on a number of challenging scenes
and datasets.
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A pedestrian model in its simplest form is an algorithm that can generate, or predict,
the path a pedestrian may take. A pedestrian model, able to predict realistic pedestrian
behavior, is useful for applications such as generating emergency simulations in architectural
designs, artificial intelligence in games, and improving the ability of human tracking algo-
rithms. Computerized behavior models have been around since the 1980’s. These models
were initially created by manually tuning parameters until the resulting simulations looked
correct, or some desired emergent behavior was seen. Researchers would simulate two inter-
secting crowds and look for the formation of lanes, and other qualitative formations. More
recently models have been developed that can be learned using observed pedestrian tracks.
These observed tracks are used to train the parameters of a model, and result in more ac-
curate prediction models than manually tuned models. Our model is robust and highly
accurate, but can take time to train; other models rely heavily on developed non-linear
machine learning techniques to solve ill-posed problems quickly.
Pedestrian models are not only used for generating simulations; they are also used in
tracking applications. The task of tracking objects in a scene is one of the cornerstones
of computer vision. Tracking relies on the fundamental problems such as classification and
recognition of objects, scene structure and camera geometry, and incorporates machine learn-
ing techniques. Tracking of pedestrians is a complex problem in its own right, so we will
break it into subproblems. The task is essentially to find the location of pedestrians seen
at a previous time. Generally a pedestrian tracking algorithm will leverage two main pieces
of information: the appearance of a pedestrian, and some scene information including the
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known or expected location of a pedestrian. The second part of this problem can be solved
using pedestrian modeling. Using a model designed to predict pedestrian movement provides
a much better predicted location than statistical methods which were taken from domains
where noise is better understood and conforms to Gaussian distributions. Due to this extra
domain knowledge, we can show how pedestrian tracking becomes a more solvable problem
than general object tracking.
This work is motivated by the many applications of an accurate mathematical formulation
of pedestrian motion that can be gained from training on real world data. These models
are useful in creating realistic virtual worlds in computer games. They can be applied to
serious applications, aiding architects in testing stadium designs so that people can safely exit
in case of a disaster. Certainly these models are fundamental to the relatively “pedestrian”
application of human surveillance. The explosion in the fields of computer vision and machine
learning have shown that given the proper tools, a computer algorithm can help humans to
see possibilities that were never before possible.
1.2 Challenges
The challenges presented by pedestrian modeling are as numerous as they are complex.
While the need for accurate models is apparent, the best way to solve the problem is not.
What motivates a pedestrian? While physical restrictions must be taken into account, how
important are social restrictions? Some researchers have taken a macroscopic global approach
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Figure 1.1: Sample pedestrian images, taken from the PETS dataset, showing groups of
individuals moving together.
to representing crowds as if they were governed by the laws of fluid dynamics. While others
have developed individual agent models and let crowds grow out of large numbers of agents.
The best method is not evident, nor is the range of possible methods. Therefore, this work
attempts to approach the problem with as few assumptions as possible. We assume that
it is possible to learn human behavior through observation, that each pedestrian decides
his own path, that the path taken is not necessarily optimal, and that the forces that
motivate a pedestrian include things such as a destination, avoiding collisions, and moving at
a comfortable pace. Beyond this we make some assumptions about the functions that attract
and repel pedestrians; however all our functions are posed as a sum of energy components.
In this way, we allow the data to train the model with as much flexibility as possible while
being robust enough to generalize human behavior.
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1.3 Goals
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore algorithms which are able to learn and predict
pedestrian behavior. We investigate methods of parameter training that allow pedestrian
behaviors to be inferred from object tracking algorithms. We take those trained models and
show that they can be useful in many applications. This dissertation intends to show that
trained pedestrian motion models can improve prediction error rates, allowing generation of
more accurate simulations. Also, due to the fact that the proposed model in this dissertation
is based on psychological factors, our model is able to identify and simulate various “types”
of pedestrians. We will also show that the ability to more accurately predict pedestrian
movement can result in significant improvements to pedestrian tracking algorithms. The
main goal of this dissertation is to further the field by introducing new ideas with practical
applications and quantifiable benefits.
1.4 Outline of Research
In this dissertation we present a framework approach to the problems of pedestrian simulation
and tracking. We will emphasize scenes that contain large numbers of people, and show how
the knowledge of the current scene is able to greatly improve the ability of pedestrian path
prediction. Our model is created using parameters that correspond to defined psychological
desires and physical restrictions, and thus a set of trained parameters can be understood
intuitively. For instance, we can compare the relative weights of “pedestrian avoidance”
5
Figure 1.2: Frames taken from the Central dataset show pedestrians interacting with vehicles
and other pedestrians.
to “desire to reach destination” and gain an understanding of the overall personality of
the pedestrians in a scene. This ability is further useful when multiple behavior types are
observed. Our method, which is unique in its ability to train models for multiple behavior
styles in parallel, is shown experimentally to be quantitatively superior to models that are
limited to describing single behavior types.
1.4.1 Pedestrian Modeling
The first objective covered by this dissertation will be learning a single pedestrian behavior
model, able to predict an accurate path based on previous training data. Our research will
show how a model can be formulated such that it can be efficiently optimized even with large
numbers of parameters that govern pedestrians’ complex motions. We compare this model
against similar pedestrian models, as well as classical noise reduction techniques commonly
applied to path prediction such as Kalman filters.
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1.4.2 Stereotyping
Our original pedestrian model is able to learn an optimal general model for all pedestrian
behavior in a scene. We will expand on the basic pedestrian model, and show how an
optimal set of pedestrian models can be learned from a single scene in an unsupervised
fashion. By allowing multiple behaviors, we will show that the combined model is able to
greatly improve on previous models that assume every person in a scene obeys the same
set of social norms. The approach that this dissertation will discuss does not require any
labeling of the personalities of the pedestrians.
In any scene containing large numbers of pedestrians, various behavior patterns will exist.
In order to accurately predict behaviors, a pedestrian motion model must take this into
account. In this dissertation we will discuss a method of allowing a fixed number of behavior
types to be learned in parallel. These behavior types are often referred to as stereotypes
or personalities to simplify the language. These are not stereotypes or personalities in the
classic definition, and in no way use the appearance of a person. Rather, these stereotypes
separate individual tracks into groups that exhibit similar movement behaviors such as:
traveling quickly through a crowd towards a destination, staying nearby a group of friends,
or standing and waiting. The ability to separate pedestrians into these types of general
groupings is enough to significantly improve results.
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Figure 1.3: Annotated pedestrians from the LTA dataset [PES09].
1.4.3 Tracking
Tracking of objects in video is a mature research area within the broader computer vision
discipline. Tracking is useful in many applications such as security and surveillance, video
indexing, object counting, and anomaly detection. The focus of this dissertation pertaining
to tracking will be confined to the ability of motion prior information to positively influence
a standard algorithm for tracking. To this end we have used a standard baseline object
tracking approach and incorporated two motion priors: Kalman filtering, and our pedestrian
model. The Kalman filter is a standard approach to estimate motion information, robust to
random noise. We use a linear filter, which is common in literature.
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In addition, the experimental results on tracking in this dissertation utilize dynamics
that are not important to prediction or simulation methods. When predicting a path, the
information from the other pedestrians in the scene is available, and is used to compute the
energy fields that govern the model. When addressing the task of tracking, we modified the
prediction algorithm in such a way that the locations of all pedestrians are the positions
that are actively being tracked. This is the way a fully automatic tracking algorithm must
function in real time applications, and can create additional dynamics due to all pedestrians
being actively tracked in concert.
1.5 Organization of Dissertation
The rest of this dissertation will cover learning pedestrian behavior models, creating a mul-
tiple behavior model, and improving appearance based tracking using pedestrian models.
First, Chapter 2 will review related literature that is important to the understanding of this
dissertation. This discussion will cover gradient descent learning methods, various social
force models for pedestrian prediction, advantages and disadvantages of flow field models for
pedestrian modeling, object tracking and other background topics important in our frame-
work. Chapter 3 will introduce our social pedestrian model. First, the energy model will
be explained, which is guided by pedestrian motivations, or desires. After defining the loss
function for the basic model, we will describe the extension of the loss function to describe
multiple behaviors. The learning process for both the single behavior, and multi-behavior
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stereotype model will be covered. Experimental results will show how this model compares
to state of the art methods as well as more classical approaches. In addition we will com-
pare the results of our own model with varying numbers of behaviors and the significant
advantages of the multi-behavior model become apparent. Chapter 4 will cover pedestrian
tracking. Motion priors have been useful to tracking algorithms, and this chapter will show
how our pedestrian model can be used in conjunction with appearance based tracking to
leverage as much information as possible to accurately track pedestrian movement. Finally,
Chapter 5 will conclude this dissertation, summarizing the results and discussing avenues
for future development.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter will review relevant works that are necessary for an understanding of this
dissertation. It will cover many different approaches to pedestrian motion prediction. We
will split these works into two general categories which will be organized into Subsections
2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Scene based models describe the entire scene directly using a macroscopic
view and the motions of the pedestrians are indirect outputs of governing scene forces. Agent
based models instead describe the pedestrians’ emergent features are in essence a side effect
of these models, as they are in real world crowd situations.
Literature important to the topic of pedestrian tracking will be covered in Section 2.2
of this chapter. This will cover some general object tracking methods, as well as tracking
algorithms specifically tailored to the tasks of pedestrian tracking and pedestrian tracking
in crowds. This section will also review work related to the Kalman filter, as it is a standard
method for motion prediction used by many tracking algorithms.
2.1 Pedestrian Models
Pedestrian models can be generally split into two main categories, macroscopic and mi-
croscopic. A macroscopic model describes a crowd, while a microscopic model describes
individuals.
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Figure 2.1: Global scene model for determining crowd stability.
2.1.1 Scene Based Models
Scene based models put constraints on the scene, and model/predict pedestrians as if they
are controlled by the scene. One could think of pedestrians moving down a sidewalk like
leaves floating down a stream. These models are generally used for large crowds and give
no explicit regard to the tendencies of the parts which make up the whole [Hug03]. These
methods are popular for simulation and stability detection in extremely large crowds. Also,
there is a sort of hybrid approach to scene based and agent based models, often called the
continuum approach. This approach was introduced by Hughes [Hug02] and was further
developed by Treuille et al. [TCP06]. The continuum approach takes a similar form as
[HM95], however it calculates the forces with respect to the environment (pedestrian density
of a specific region, velocity of the average person at that location, discomfort experienced
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Figure 2.2: Agent based simulation model trained by pedestrian videos.
by being at such location) and then assumes that all pedestrians will move according to
both these shared forces, as well as the forces guiding them towards their goal. The work of
Ali et al. [AS08] uses floor fields, which are similar in nature to the continuum approach,
to detect unstable regions in very dense crowds. These scene based approaches tend to do
well in large scale crowds where human densities exceed 1 person per square meter. In these
scenes it could be argued that a person does not truly chose their own path, but rather their
path is decided by the crowd, and thus macroscopic methods of simulation and prediction
are well suited for these situations.
2.1.2 Agent Based Models
One of the first pedestrian modeling methods to describe how a person travels with regard
to their surroundings was the social force model, proposed by Helbing and Molnár [HM95].
At its core, the social force model operates on the assumption that the scene, the person’s
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preferences, and other pedestrians exert forces on a person, which help to determine his or
her path. This model allows a large scale view of large crowds of people to be modeled by
describing the characteristics of individual people using a combination of relatively simple
forces. This basic model has been extended to more accurately describe various kinds of
crowds [LKF05] [HFV00]. Other models for social behavior models include the Human
Steering Model [FWT03] and the Space Syntax Method [PT01].
Other motion assumptions not yet covered include probabilistic scene models. These
models, such as the one used in [SSS09] learn the probability of a person appearing in
a certain location given their previous observed locations. These models are effective at
learning commonly used paths in a scene; however they are not aware of a scene’s current
situation, and differ greatly from social pedestrian based models such as ours. While this
method is scene specific (ie: a model trained in one location is not useful to a different
scene), ideally one would want to use all available information to better predict pedestrian
movements. Integrating such scene based motion models with social behavior based motion
models and modern appearance based tracking is an interesting future direction for our
research which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
It should be noted that these approaches to pedestrian modeling are significantly different
than systems that cluster trajectories, such as [SG99] [WMG09]. Rather than clustering
trajectories into similar groups, the pedestrian models proposed here model the decision-
making process in how a person moves. Clustering models can predict where a pedestrian
is likely to be in a given scene, but do not explain why he or she is there. In contrast, the
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models considered in this paper directly model the pedestrian’s underlying motivations to
predict how and why the pedestrian moves.
2.1.2.1 Discrete Choice Model
Discretization of the scene allows for off the shelf machine learning methods to be applied
to the pedestrian modeling task. There are two major works which have learned pedestrian
models by discretizing the space in which pedestrians exist.
Antonini et al. [AMB06] model pedestrian behavior as a series of discrete choices. In this
model, both time and space are discretized. At each time instant, the pedestrian chooses
the next location from a set of possible discrete locations. This choice is made using a multi-
class linear classifier. This leads to a straightforward formulation of the learning problem;
however discretizing the possible destinations introduces issues. The most pressing issue is
the difficult balance between making the grid too coarse, which affects the accuracy of the
prediction, and making the grid too fine, which enhances accuracy but requires substantially
more computation. Their work proposes an adaptive spatial discretization approach to
overcome the difficulties associated with a fixed grid, but this increases the complexity of
implementation. Their model contains a total of 8 trained parameters.
2.1.2.2 Continuous Pedestrian Models
Another approach, described in [JHS08], adapts the classic social force model [HFV00]. The
goal of their work is to find parameters of the model such that the simulated movements
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match tracks in video. This is accomplished using an unspecified evolutionary algorithm to
optimize two parameters in the model. In their work, the learning algorithm is not described,
so it is unclear how well the learning will scale up to models with many parameters. In the
past few years a number of methods have been developed using continuous agent based
models to learn pedestrian movements in crowds [PES09] [PET10] [PEG10] [KAO11] [TS10]
[LST10] [TT10] [ST09]. The rest of this subsection will review those works.
Recent work by Pellegrini et al. [PES09] learns a pedestrian model called LTA. This work
creates an energy function which during training optimizes 6 parameters using a genetic
algorithm. Direct quantitative comparison using the dataset provided by [PES09] and the
method described by the paper is discussed later in this dissertation.
The authors have also extended this work in [PET10] where multiple Gaussian functions
are fit to the energy function. In this updated work each peak of the Gaussian function is
treated as a possible location, creating multiple hypotheses until a prediction is made at a
later time. This model is referred to as stochastic linear trajectory avoidance, or sLTA. This
work shows a 20% improvement over a baseline constant velocity model when observations
are made only once every 4 seconds. At the framerate of the annotation (2.5 fps) the tracking
difference reported in [PET10] is negligible.
Most recently this work was also extended in [PEG10] where group behaviors are used to
improve tracking in crowded scenes. This need to model group behavior has been acknowl-
edged in previous publications by ourselves [ST09] as well as by the original LTA publication
[PES09]. In this most recent work by Pellegrini et al. chose to jointly model group assign-
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ments and paths. This results in a third order CRF model which proves to be too complex to
train directly. Instead statistics based on position, speed, and orientation over the trajectory
are used, and the parameters of the model are trained indirectly based on the distributions
of these statistics.
In our research we found the need to integrate the group assignment step into the model
itself was unnecessary, a simple SVM using simple features such as mean distance, minimum
distance, and difference in velocities was sufficient to accurately estimate group assignments
in many of these real world scenes. This was confirmed by Yamaguchi et al. [KAO11], who
used a similar SVM to predict the group assignment greatly reducing the complexity of their
social force model. All three research groups have independently shown minor improvements
when group assignments are allowed; however the differences are not drastic in any of these
works including our own.
The Human Steering Model (HSM) has shown promise in both the virtual and real
world domains [TS10]. This work builds on the work of Fajen et al. [FWT03], and models
movement by individuals heading, speed, goals, and obstacles. The steering model assumes
a constant speed; however the orientation of the pedestrian reacts to obstacles in the scene.
Tastan et. al [TS10] trained their HSM method using a parameter grid search, these training
results were verified by a non-linear least square error minimization. This model was then
applied to tracking in both virtual worlds, as well as indoor environments using a particle
filter framework [Thr02]. In both the virtual and indoor environments the HSM showed
significant advantages over other baseline approaches in navigating amongst static obstacles.
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Figure 2.3: Selection of outputs from various pedestrian tracking methods. Left: Tracking
Pedestrians With Machine Vision [Sla07] Center: Coupled Detection and Trajectory Esti-
mation for Multi-Object Tracking [LSV07] Right: Detecting Pedestrians Using Patterns of
Motion and Appearance [JVV03]
Similar work which is blurring the line between human and robot path planning includes
[TK10] [LST10] [DH09] and [TT10].
2.2 Tracking
Tracking involves associating current observations with previous ones. Points, silhouettes,
and bounding boxes are commonly used to define objects [YJS06]. The problem of association
becomes significantly harder when objects are allowed to appear and disappear, and when
multiple objects exist simultaneously in a scene. Multi-target tracking has been explored
in recent years [HWN08] [LSV07] and these tracking algorithms have proven to be very
successful at tracking pedestrians. Researchers in object tracking have focused on improving
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the appearance model [GB06] [BRL09], object acquisition and detection [ARS08a] [DT05]
[FMR08], and data fusion [ZLN08].
Since tracking is such a well studied area of computer vision, there exist survey publica-
tions whose sole focus is to review literature and categorize the research. For more in-depth
discussion of the history and recent developments in the broad field of object tracking, please
see [YJS06]. The field of pedestrian tracking is also surveyed by Enzweiler et al. [EG09].
The following three subsections will cover the general field of object tracking, the specific
subfield of pedestrian tracking, and data fusion methods for combining image and motion
information to create reliable tracks.
2.2.1 Object Tracking
The field of object tracking is not only one of the oldest, but also currently one of the largest
and most active in computer vision. It would be impossible to cover all approaches to object
tracking, instead we will focus on cornerstone publications. Focus will also be directed at the
approaches which integrate a priori motion models and combine these statistical estimations
of location based on previous locations with appearance based tracking estimations which
use features based on color, shape and/or texture.
The general problem of object tracking is a difficult problem and is prone to many issues.
Objects may undergo various changes to appearance in both rigid and non-rigid shapes,
partial or full occlusion, and complex motion just to name a few. Often as the appearance
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of an object changes over time, the tracker will slowly “drift” off the intended object and
track a complectly different object or become stuck on a part of the background. Researchers
attempt to use information besides the original appearance to help handle these commonplace
issues. Adaptive appearance models are common [JFE03] [ZCM04] for objects which can
change appearance or self-occlude. Reacquisition methods are important to non-stationary
camera tracking algorithms [ARS08a]. Motion prior information [HWN08] [LSV07] [BYB09]
is a standard which is found in just about every tracking algorithm in some form. Since object
tracking is less constrained than pedestrian tracking, the methods of motion prediction are
generally much simpler.
Object tracking has relied on some form of motion information since the beginning. One
of the first major works on the subject of object tracking was Tracking Objects in Space
[RA79]. Published in 1979, the method attempted to track objects in the so-called block
world used positional expectations based on the velocity of the objects. Object tracking
developed more and more complex models. In 1986 Broida et al. [BC86] introduced the use
of the Kalman filter to better predict an object’s motion. This method of motion prediction
became a standard in object tracking and is still quite popular today.
Modern tracking algorithms often leverage advanced machine learning techniques to help
solve the issues related to appearance based tracking. In certain situations with moving
cameras and complex motions, objects do not always move in a predictable manner. Thus,
methods such as [BYB09] which focus on tracking faces merely assume that an object will be
within a certain fixed radius to the location it was previously observed. These methods work
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well in the object tracking domain, however they experience issues when they are applied to
the isolated domain of pedestrian tracking.
The Normalized Cross-Correlation method used for appearance based tracking is a stan-
dard model used to measure the similarity of an image patch. Pellegrini et al. [PES09]










The above probability map is multiplied by a Gaussian centered at the motion prediction
location to compute the tracker’s prediction, a standard approach for information fusion
which is further discussed in Section 2.2.4. This method has been used as a straightforward
baseline tracker for social force modeling in recent publications [KAO11] [PES09] [PET10],
and will be used in our tracking framework as well.
The following sections will review specific literature relevant to the task of tracking pedes-
trians, motion estimation, and information fusion.
2.2.2 Pedestrian Tracking
Due to the specific challenges which exist in the pedestrian subdomain of tracking, many
methods specific to tracking pedestrians exist in the literature. Often these methods are
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more likely to rely on a motion prior, whether it is a social behavior or a linear behavior
model [PES09] [ELS09] [ZN03].
The most specific subfield of tracking which relates to this dissertation is tracking pedes-
trians in crowds. This subject is a focus of many publications due to the high difficulty of the
problem [BC06] [RAK09]. Ali et al. use floor fields [AS08] to track pedestrians in extremely
high density crowds.
Followup work on the LTA method [PET10] extended the original work to allow multiple
hypotheses. While this approach improves the ability to generate simulations with random
and track objects, it does not necessarily improve prediction. This is because the prediction
still requires the method to pick the best hypothesis. However it does create a richer and
more descriptive probability field for the pedestrian’s path. Surprisingly though, the authors
found that multiple hypotheses did not have a considerable effect on tracking performance
[PET10]. In our work we find that the methods for pedestrian motion models described in
the following chapters significantly improve the tracking performance.
2.2.3 Motion Estimation
Methods for motion estimation in tracking algorithms can be generally separated into three
non-distinct categories. Social force models [PES09] [AMB06], Kalman filters [BC86] [BK99]
[RS99], and particle filters [KBD05] [AS07] [BRL09] [ZCM04]. Each of these methods at-
tempts to estimate the individual object locations using different assumptions. This section
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will cover Kalman filtering and particle filtering, while social force models were introduced
and related work was discussed previously in Section 2.1.2.
Kalman filters are used to estimate the state of a linear system when the distribution is
assumed to be Gaussian. The Kalman filter is fast, and has proven its worth in real-time
tracking systems. Extensions to the Kalman filter, such as the Extended Kalman Filter
[BB88] and the Unscented Kalman Filter [JU97] can be used to predict non-linear data;
however the Kalman filter always assumes an underlying Gaussian distribution of possible
states.
Particle filtering offers an attractive tracking framework due to its non-Gaussian state
assumption. Particle filters work by importance sampling; thus, given enough particles, these
filters can describe any distribution imaginable. Particle filters are more computationally
intensive than Kalman filters. Khan et al. [KBD05] showed that it is possible to use particle
filters to track objects which interact with each other.
2.2.4 Information Fusion
All modern tracking algorithms must make decisions based on a number of inputs such
as shape, appearance, location, and camera state. The most straightforward approach to
combining input from a number of independent observations is by converting each input into a
probability and computing the product of each probability [KBD05] [ZCM04] [PVB04] [CS10]
[PES09]. This standard statistical approach is valid whenever inputs are independent, as
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appearance and location are. Due to this, simple probability multiplication is widely popular
for independent probabilities.
2.3 Summary
This chapter has reviewed the most relevant research on the topic of pedestrian motion
prediction and tracking in crowds. We have described the advantages and disadvantages
of scene and agent based models in the context of pedestrian path modeling. We have
reviewed cornerstone publications as well as recent breakthroughs which shape the field of
both motion modeling as well as tracking. We have introduced some of the aspects which
make our method unique. These elements represent a significant contribution to the field,
and will be discussed in great detail in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: LEARNING PEDESTRIAN MODELS
3.1 Introduction
Models that can predict how pedestrians choose to move in a scene are becoming increasingly
useful for a variety of research problems. In pedestrian tracking applications, an appearance
based tracker often relies on a motion based prior [ARS08a] [ELS09] [PES09]. Pedestrian
movements are also important for generating realistic crowd movement in virtual environ-
ments [TCP06] [GCC10] [TS10]. In simulators, they can be used to evaluate structures for
crowd flow or evacuation [LKF05] [HFV00]. More recently, agent models have been used to
detect anomalous events in both pedestrians [MS09] [MLB10] and motor traffic [SC10].
In this chapter, we introduce our Stereotyped Pedestrian Model, abbreviated SPM, and
show how tracks can be used to learn models of pedestrian movement. Our system is unique
in that a pedestrian’s movements are formulated as a series of continuous optimizations.
This formulation overcomes significant issues with previous attempts at learning behavioral
models from video such as [AMB06] [JHS08]. Specifically, our model does not require the
discretization of the space of possible locations and is able to learn more complex models
with more parameters than other methods.
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A significant contribution of our work includes the ability to model multiple pedestrian
behaviors. This is a novel extension which has not yet been explored in the computer vision
field. This chapter will show that modeling multiple pedestrian behaviors, also referred to as
“stereotypes”, represents a marked quantitative improvement over existing methods. As part
of the training process, pedestrians are clustered according to the behavior model that best
matches their movement in an unsupervised manner. The extension is simple and elegant,
and requires no additional parameters or additional computationally expensive expectation
maximization style of training.
The training process’ ability to accommodate with a relatively large number of parameters
makes it possible to learn a model with multiple types of behaviors and more complex
pedestrian movements. It also requires us to make fewer assumptions about the way in
which pedestrians travel. In some cases, the training can actually inform us as to a general
pedestrian’s mindset.
Our model can both produce qualitatively accurate simulations of pedestrian movement,
such as the simulations shown in Figure 3.1, and provide predictions of pedestrian movement
that are quantitatively more accurate than standard methods for predicting movement.
Our model will be outlined by Section 3.2. Section 3.3 and 3.4 will go in depth to cover
the details of our model. In Section 3.5 we show how our model generates prediction tracks
and the details of our learning method are given in Section 3.6. Quantitative and qualitative
evaluations are discussed on multiple datasets in Sections 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9.
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Figure 3.1: This work focuses on learning a model of pedestrian movement from real-world
pedestrian tracks taken from video data. This image shows an example of two pedestrians’
paths, shown in black, and the system’s predicted paths for those pedestrians, shown in red.
Each pedestrian attempts to avoid the other in order to reach their desired goal.
3.2 Model Overview
Our method shares some aspects with those discussed in [PES09], such as the use of an
energy function as well as the similarity in the motivations which guide pedestrians. Our
model is novel in the formulation of the energy function, which is created in such a way that
differentiable tight convex upper bounds can be computed. This allows efficient minimization
of the loss with many more parameters than existing methods, resulting in a more adaptable
and robust model that is capable of describing more complex motions. Models in this
dissertation contain as many as 42 parameters, which describe 3 separate behavior models,
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or stereotypes, of pedestrians. This is many more than previous systems, which use between
2 and 8 parameters. Other methods also assume all pedestrians in a scene obey the same
set of parameters, whereas the multi-behavior aspect of SPM learns the distribution and
behavior of multiple types of pedestrians in a single scene.
There are additional parameters which are not learned automatically, they remain fixed
throughout all training and experimentation. These values are the exponential sharpness
parameter, γ = 20; and the threshold to determine neighbors by distance, h = 5. The
number of stereotypes, which will be introduced much later in this dissertation will also be
fixed. All other parameters are either trained, or determined by the data (eg: number of
pedestrians in a scene, number of groups, length of tracks).
3.2.1 Specific Relationships to Previous Work
Similar to the work of [AMB06], our model is built on pedestrians choosing the next location
at each discrete time step. However, in our model, that decision is made by optimizing a
function that is continuous in space. This eliminates the need for complicated discretization
schemes which trade speed for accuracy.
Our approach is also similar to [JHS08], in that we also learn the parameters of a con-
tinuous model. A key difference in our approach lies in how the model is specified. Here,
we pose the pedestrian’s movement as an energy minimization problem. This enables us to
build on previous work on learning parameters for energy functions, such as [Tap07a].
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While [PES09] also learns an energy function, we are able to differentiate our loss function
with respect to the parameters. This gives us the ability to use gradient descent methods for
optimizing our models parameters rather than rely on numerically approximated gradients
and/or genetic algorithms used in [PES09]. We believe that having analytically computed
gradients will be advantageous for learning systems with a large number of parameters.
3.3 Energy Function
The problem of predicting a pedestrian’s path is posed as a series of energy minimizations.
The pedestrian’s path is modeled as a set of discrete steps. While the path is discretized
in time, it is not discretized in space. An energy function allows us to calculate the energy
at any location. At the next discrete time step, the pedestrian moves to the location that
minimizes this energy. We denote this cost as E(xt) where xt is a 2D vector containing the
pedestrian’s location at time t.
The path a pedestrian takes is influenced by the following general motivations. An energy
function will describe each of these motivations. The motivations are:
1. A desire to not move too far in a short amount of time. We refer to this at the limited
movement term and the energy function expressing this motivation will be denoted as
ELM(xt).
2. A desire to remain at a constant speed and direction. This motivation will be repre-
sented by ECV (xt), where CV stands for “constant velocity”.
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3. A desire to reach one’s destination, represented by EDest(xt)
4. A desire to move specifically in relation with those in close proximity ENV (xt)
5. A desire, if a member of a group, to follow that group EGV (xt)
6. A desire to avoid other pedestrians in the scene, expressed by EAV (xt)
The complete energy E(xt) is a weighted combination of these components. If the weight
of each component is expressed within the component functions (see the following subsec-
tions), then the complete energy can be written as:
E(xt) = ELM(xt) + ECV (xt) + EDest(xt) +
ENV (xt) + EGV (xt) + EAV (xt) (3.1)
The following subsections describe each of the energy components listed above. During
training, our learning algorithm optimizes a vector of parameters, θ. These weights are ex-
pressed within each of the component energy functions. Section 3.4 introduces and discusses
the addition of the stereotyping aspect of our model. Section 3.5 describes how the energy
function is minimized to generate a predicted track, and Section 3.6 will describe how the
parameters can be found by training on tracking data.
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Figure 3.2: The avoidance forces can be seen here as a field which is overlayed on a frame of
the video containing four pedestrians. One pedestrian is difficult to see, however his feet can
be seen as he is traveling down from the top of the frame. The arrows display the direction
and magnitude of the gradient of this avoidance field.
3.3.1 Movement Cost
The movement cost, or cost for moving too far in too short a time, prevents a pedestrian
from jumping to a location that is too far away. This cost penalizes all movement, however
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it balances with other energies to allow reasonable speeds of movement while significantly
penalizing physically impossible speeds, due to the polynomial function.
ELM(xt+1) = w(θ1)(xt+1 − xt)2 (3.2)
The term w(θ1) is the weight assigned to this component. In practice, we use an expo-
nential function to compute w(θ) for all of the components, making w(θ1) = exp(θ1). We
use the exponential function to ensure that all weights are positive.
3.3.2 Constant Velocity
In our model, a pedestrian also seeks to maintain a constant velocity and direction. This is
expressed as an energy function over possible values of xt+1, which is the location of the next
step. This function is constructed as a smoothed distance functions between xt+1 and the
point that the pedestrian would have reached if maintaining a constant velocity. This point
is computed by extrapolating from the previous two steps in the pedestrian’s path. The ϵ
term, which smooths the function to prevent discontinuity in the derivative at its minimum,
is set to 10−4.
ECV (xt+1) = w(θ2)
√
||xt+1 − (2xt − xt−1)||2 + ϵ (3.3)
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3.3.3 Neighbor Velocity
A new term, the neighbor velocity is intended to describe how pedestrians in groups or
dense crowds might seem to move together. In sparse crowds, or for people who are waiting
on something/someone it might describe the opposite. It is the dual nature of this energy
function that helps distinguish different behaviors. This energy component takes a similar
form to the constant velocity term, it is described by:
ENV (xt+1) = w(θ3)δ(Nn > 0)×√
||xt+1 − (xt +NV (xt))||2 + ϵ (3.4)












Where there are Nn pedestrians within a certain distance from xt and p
m′
t represents the
position of each of the neighbors in range. In our experiments we used a threshold, h, that
correlated to 5 meters. δ(Nn > 0) denotes an indicator function that evaluates to 1 if the
number of neighbors, Nn, is greater than 0, otherwise it evaluates to 0.
3.3.4 Group Velocity
In addition to individual movement, the model accommodates simple group behavior by
incorporating a component encouraging the pedestrian to match the velocity of other people
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in their group. A central difficulty in incorporating this motivation is that the system must
know the group relationships between people in the scene.
Surprisingly, this relationship can be determined with high accuracy using a simple SVM
classifier. Using the following set of features we were able to define a feature vector containing
only 4 scalar features: minimum distance, maximum distance, mean distance, and duration
both pedestrians are observed at the same time. We used these features to train a linear
SVM classifier using the LibSVM package [CL01]. Using this approach we were able to
predict with 98.38% accuracy on the entire testing set, and 93.22% accuracy on an evenly
weighted testing set (equal numbers of group and non-group pairs). This was important
since a large majority of the data is made up of individuals who do not move in a group,
and by simply classifying all members as being non-group members a system could achieve
high accuracy on an unweighted testing set.
For each individual x at some time t we use the results of the SVM classifier to estimate
the set of people belonging to an individual’s group and compute an average velocity GV (xt)
from this set of g pedestrians belonging to the individual’s group. We then use the following
equations to compute the energy contribution from this part of the model.
EGV (xt+1) = w(θ4)δ(Ng > 0)×√
||xt+1 − (xt +GV (xt))||2 + ϵ (3.6)
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3.3.5 Destination
We hypothesize that pedestrians have some destination in mind and they eventually are
observed reaching that destination. It is not accurate to assume that all pedestrians are
moving towards a single final destination, so we assume the point where the person exits
the scene to be their destination. In applications such as video analysis, destinations may
be known and can be used. If not, such as in real-time tracking applications, this force
may be left out of the cost calculation. However, if possible to roughly predict a person’s
destination, that information will greatly improve the ability to accurately predict a person’s
behavior/motion. Many works have focused on precisely this problem and their results could
be incorporated [MPG10] [SBS09b].
Similar to the constant velocity component, described above, we use a smoothed approx-
imation to the radius:
EDest(xt+1) = w(θ4)
√
||xt+1 − d||2 + ϵ (3.7)
The point d is the destination found from the track. In Section 3.9.1 we will show how
this model can be used without a destination cost to accurately predict a pedestrian’s path
several time steps ahead.
3.3.6 Avoidance
The previous energies modeled where a pedestrian would like to walk, but it is also important
that the model be able to predict areas that the pedestrian would like to avoid. Avoidance is
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Figure 3.3: The avoidance energy is made up of the sum of avoidance terms at different
locations and with different sizes. This function is created from a collection of rotated
exponential functions. This makes it convenient to compute convex upper-bounds on this
function.
incorporated into the model with a repulsive energy function that goes to zero as one moves
away from the center of the function.
The complete avoidance energy, EAV , is the sum of avoidance terms at different locations
and of different sizes. Figure 3.3 shows the shape of each individual avoidance term. It
is made of a combination of repulsive functions which will be denoted R(·). The repulsive
function which is centered at location p, with size parameter σ, has the form













((xx − px) cos(ϕi) + (xy − py) sin(ϕi)). The scalars xx and xy are the x and
y components of x, with a similar notation for p. The angles ϕ1 . . . ϕNϕ are uniformly spaced
between 0 and 2π. The scalar γ is fixed for all avoidance terms. It affects the sharpness
of the fall-off. In practice, we use the value γ = 20. The combination of these avoidance
functions creates a sort of avoidance field which is visualized in Figure 3.2.
The value of this function at a point x can be thought of as the smooth approximation
of the minimum value at x of a set of rotated exponential functions. This function for
the avoidance energy is used in lieu of other functions, like Gaussian, because this function
makes it possible to learn the model parameters. As will be discussed in Section 3.5.1.2, it is
possible to use Jensen’s inequality to compute a convex upper bound on this function. This
enables us to use the Variational Mode Learning strategy from [Tap07a] to learn the model
parameters.
3.3.6.1 Constructing the Avoidance Component from Terms
If the there are No obstacles, o1 . . .oNo , at time t, an avoidance term is created for each
obstacle. This avoidance component itself is the sum of multiple copies of the repulsive
function described above. A pedestrian may not avoid just the current location of another
individual, but also the location of the individual in the near future. To account for this,
repulsive functions are placed at the individual’s current location and his predicted location
in the future. The number and temporal distance between these predicted locations may
vary. The experiments in this chapter use as few as 4 and as many as 6 locations distributed
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between 0 and 4 seconds in the future. These predicted avoidance locations, denoted as
p1,p2, . . . are found by assuming that the individual maintains constant velocity.
In addition, it is unknown how far away an individual must be before affecting a pedes-
trian’s path. Therefore, multiple repulsive functions are used with different values of σ at
each predicted location of the individual. Thus, if there are Np predicted locations for each
individual and Nσ different size parameters, the avoidance energy due to a single individual
will consist of Np ×Nσ total repulsive functions.
To control the number of parameters in the model, assigned weights to each size pa-
rameter, θ6j , and each predicted position time-offset, θ7k , are trained separately. These two
weights are combined to produce the weight of each repulsive function in the avoidance en-
ergy. In practice, we multiply the weight due to size by the weight due to predicted position.








If multiple individuals are present in the scene, then the avoidance energy is the sum of
each individual’s avoidance energy. In most of the experiments in this chapter Nσ is 4 and




In any scene, not all pedestrians will act the same. While this variation is common, all
previous trained pedestrian motion models have assumed that all pedestrians will obey the
same model. This section will show how our model can be improved by identifying different
types of pedestrian behavior. This can also be thought of as clustering pedestrians with
regard to their behavior. In this work, we refer to the behavior models for different clusters
as stereotypes. The remainder of this section focuses on how the model can be formulated
with multiple stereotypes.
Nst represent the number of stereotype models, each stereotype’s model will be denoted
as θ1, θ2, ..., θNst since each stereotype is defined by its unique set of parameters θ. With only
a single behavioral model (ie: non-stereotyping) the total loss for the model is the sum of





||xt −Tt||2 + ϵ (3.10)
where x∗ is the predicted track and T is the ground truth for a track made up of Ns samples.
This loss function will be discussed further in Section 3.6.
With the addition of stereotypes, the loss for a particular track becomes the minimum
of the loss incurred from the prediction made using each of the stereotypes. The cumulative





min(L(xi,Ti; θ1), ...L(xi,Ti; θNst)), (3.11)
where xi refers to the ith track in the scene and NT is the number of tracks in the dataset.
We also use the prime in this case to denote that this loss function is actually a minimization
function on the loss from each stereotype. This distinction will make the explanation clearer
in the learning stage. In this way, each pedestrian is described by the model which best
matches their own actions. Because the min function is not differentiable, we instead use a









3.5 Generating Pedestrian Tracks
A pedestrian’s track is generated by minimizing the pedestrian’s energy function E(·) to
choose the next location. In this section, we describe how this optimization is performed.
As Section 3.6 will explain, this procedure is structured to make it possible to compute
the derivatives of the predicted path with respect to the model parameters. This makes
it possible to minimize the loss function measuring the difference between the predicted
pedestrian paths and ground-truth paths.
The optimization procedure uses a modified version of Newton’s method, without the
backtracking line search, to minimize E(·). Traditionally, Newton’s method can be viewed as
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fitting a second-order Taylor approximation to E(·) at a point, then moving in the direction
of the minimum of the approximation. In our implementation, instead of approximating
the function directly, a tight, convex upper bound on E(·) is approximated instead. The
following subsections describe how these upper-bounds are computed.
Utilizing upper-bounds is necessary because the avoidance penalties described in Section
3.3.6 make E(·) non-convex. Thus, the optimization steps will fail if a point is encountered
where the Hessian matrix at that point has negative eigenvalues 1. Using a convex upper
bound on E(·) ensures that this will not happen. While convergence is not guaranteed
without the line-search, in our experiments we have not encountered any situations where
the optimization does not converge.
Below, the optimization steps are described algorithmically. The variables xt and xt−1
denote the current and previous locations of the pedestrian. NI is the number of optimization
iterations; convergence was achieved in under 20 steps in all our experimentation. Ns is the
number of samples in the track, alternatively it is often called the length of the track. The
result of the loop optimization is the pedestrian’s location at the next time step, denoted as
xt+1. In the course of computing the predicted location, a number of intermediate locations
1Intuitively, a second-order approximation at the center of an avoidance term will be a quadratic function
pointing downward. Minimizing this approximation will produce values at +/−∞
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are computed. These intermediate locations are denoted using the variable z. Using these
variables, the generation of a predicted track consists of the following steps:
for l = 1 . . . Ns do1
Initialize z0 ← xt;2
for j = 1 . . . NI do3
Compute Ê(zj) by replacing the component functions with convex upper4
bounds, computed at zj−1;
Compute ∇2Ê(zj; θ) and ∆Ê(zj; θ);5










The above algorithm will generate a track given a single set of parameters. However, if
we wish to generate a track using behavior stereotyping we must follow the algorithm below.
for i = 1 . . . Nst do1
for l = 1 . . . Ns do2
Initialize z0 ← xit;3
for j = 1 . . . NI do4
Compute Ê(zj) by replacing the component functions with convex upper5
bounds, computed at zj−1;
Compute ∇2Ê(zj; θi) and ∆Ê(zj; θi);6
























In this algorithm Nst is the number of stereotypes, which this dissertation uses at most
three. Beyond three stereotypes the improvement to the model is insignificant for the LTA
dataset. The addition of the new outer loop generates a track of predictions corresponding
to each stereotype where the ith stereotype predicts track xi. In Step 12 we combine the
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stereotypes’ predictions based on a weighting computed from the loss of the pedestrian’s
initial track. In practice we hold a small section of the first 4 observations out of all testing.
The loss between the initial track, T1:t, and each stereotype’s predictions on this initial
track, xi1:t, is used to weight the contribution from the future predictions. Each x
i
1:t can be
computed by the first non-stereotyping algorithm in this Section.
3.5.1 Computing Upper Bounds
In Step 4 of the optimization strategy above, upper bounds are computed for all of the
quadratic and non-quadratic terms in E(·). This sections describes how the non-quadratic
upper bounds are computed.
3.5.1.1 Upper-bounds for Linear Energy Components
EDest, ECV , ENV , and EGV have the form
√
r2 + ϵ where r2 is some scalar distance. In
the case of EDest, it is the distance to the destination, while for ECV , it is the distance to
the point that a pedestrian would move to if traveling with a constant velocity. For these
energies, we need to compute a tight quadratic upper bound for our function f(r) =
√
r2 + ϵ
at a point r0. As our bound is quadratic, it will have the form g(r) = ar








We can solve for b, using the third constraint:
g′(r0) = 2a(r0)
2 + b (3.14)
b = 0 (3.15)

















Finally, we can compute c by plugging into the first condition:
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This leads to the following equation for a tight quadratic upper bound for EDest, ECV ,















3.5.1.2 Upper Bounds for EAV
If we remember the equations for the avoidance energy are defined as:












((xx − px) cos(ϕi) + (xy − py) sin(ϕi)) (3.23)
substituting fi(x) in place of γe
−ri we get:





































We denote the constants which will not effect the derivative with respect to x as K1.










exp (−fi(x) + fi(λ))
)+K1. (3.27)










(pi exp(−fi(x) + fi(λ)))
+K1. (3.28)



























































Our goal is to choose the parameters θ that make the predicted pedestrian tracks match
tracks observed in video as closely as possible. To accomplish this, we define a loss function
L(x∗,T) that measures the difference between a predicted track x∗ and the ground truth
track T. This loss function was introduced in Section 3.4 as Equation 3.10 to introduce
stereotyping. Here we will go into detail about how the loss is used to learn the parameters
of the model. Remember that the loss function is a smoothed version of the L1 difference
between the ground-truth track and the predicted track where xt and Tt are locations of
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pedestrians and ground-truth at time t, and Ns is the number of samples, or length of the
track.
Because the loss depends on the predicted path, x∗, the loss can be minimized with
gradient-based optimization methods if the derivatives of x∗ can be computed with respect
to the parameters θ. The optimization strategy described in Section 3.5 is designed to make
these computations possible.
Computing the gradient of the loss is possible because an intermediate value during the
optimization, zj is related to the previous value, zj−1, by multiplication with an inverse
matrix. Thus, the Jacobian matrix
∂zj
∂zj−1




, it is then possible to compute
∂zj
∂θ
. These basic steps can be
repeated until the derivative of each step xt with respect to each of the parameters in θ has
been computed. With these derivatives, it is trivial to compute the derivative of the loss
function with respect to θ.
As in Variational Mode Learning, because each optimization step is differentiable, the
gradient of the result of the optimization can be computed by repeated application of the
chain rule, similar to back-propagation in neural networks.
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For clarity, the following section shows how these derivatives can be calculated for the
model parameters. The algorithm used for computing the derivative of the loss function with
respect to the parameters, θ, of a non-stereotyping model is:
Initialize x0 to the initial point on the track;1
Initialize ∂x0
∂θ
to a 2×Nθ matrix, where Nθ is the number of parameters in the entire2
non-stereotyping model;
for t = 1 . . . NS do3
z0 ← ∂xt−1∂θ ;4

































































appears because the energy function is the sum of a set of component
energy functions, each with its own weight, wc. These weights are generated from the






appear because of the inertial and constant velocity
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components of the energy function. These components involve the location of previous steps
in the pedestrian track.
For learning the stereotyping model, we can think of the parameter vector θ as containing
multiple separate parameter sets where the ith set is denoted as θi. Then the algorithm
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for computing the derivative of the loss function with respect to the parameters θ for the
stereotyping model is:
for i = 1 . . . Nst do1
Initialize x0 to the initial point on the track;2
Initialize ∂x0
∂θi
to a 2×Nθi matrix, where Nθi is the number of parameters in the3
ith stereotype;
for t = 1 . . . NS do4
z0 ← ∂xt−1∂θi ;5




























































Compute L(x,T; θi), the loss between the predicted track given the ith15
stereotype’s parameters and the ground truth;
end16











Step 18 is weighting the contribution of the derivative of the stereotyping loss, L′(·), for
the ith stereotype’s parameters by the loss of the ith stereotype’s prediction. Stereotypes
need to describe different subsets of pedestrians, however there is the question of initializa-
tion. Randomly perturbing an initial parameter is satisfactory, and when using this method
for initialization the loss does converge; however by creating small random distinct subsets
of pedestrians from the training set and running a short bootstrap training, the model can
converge in fewer overall steps. In most experiments of this paper the second method was
used to initialize the parameters, but both methods have proven to work well in practice.
3.6.1 Deriving Derivatives for EDest
In this section we will describe how to compute the derivative for EDest. We refer the reader
to [Tap07a] for more information about deriving the derivatives of energy functions similar
to those of this method.
The Newton step in the optimization procedure described in Section 3.5 can be thought
of as minimizing a second-order approximation of Ê(·), the upper bound on E(·). In this
subsection, the solution to this second order approximation will be denoted as zj = A
−1h,
where zj is one of the intermediate steps in the optimization.
Because E(·) is the sum of the individual component functions, such as EDest, the second-
order approximation of E(·) is the sum of the second order approximations of the individual
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energy components. Thus A is actually the sum of matrices, with one matrix for each of the
energy components. The vector h is likewise a sum.
The contribution of ÊDest to A can be found by noting that the upper bound on the







 (zj − d) (3.35)
where d is the destination of the pedestrian, a = (
√
||zj−1 − d||2 + ϵ)−1, and the term eθ5
is the weight assigned to this component of the energy function. The exponential is used to
ensure that all weights are positive.
Differentiation of this quadratic system makes it possible to compute the contribution to













is the sum of terms corresponding to each of these components.
We denote the contribution of the destination component EDest(·) as
∂zDestj
∂zj−1









 using a as defined above and diag(zj − d) is a diagonal matrix with the
vector (zj − d) placed along the diagonal. The derivation of this contribution can be found















 (zj − d) (3.38)
3.6.2 Derivations from Section 3.6.1
In this subsection, we describe the details in deriving the derivatives from Section 3.6.1,





























The derivation of the second term, A−1 ∂h
∂θ5








the primary difficulty is that W must be differentiated with respect to both components of
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zj−1. Following a process similar to that just shown,
∂A−1
∂zxj−1










where a is defined as in Section 3.6.1 and zxj−1 is the component of that vector that refers to
the x, or horizontal, position of the pedestrian. Expressing the derivative in this form makes














We evaluated our model using two datasets. The first is from You’ll Never Walk Alone:
Modeling Social Behavior For Multi-Target Tracking [PES09], commonly known as LTA,
and contains a total of 745 tracks from two separate outdoor scenes. This dataset has
been used in many recent pedestrian tracking and modeling publications [KAO11] [PEG10]
[PEV10]. Because the term LTA can be used to identify either the method or the dataset,
we have tried to avoid this ambiguity by specifying them explicitly whenever context is not
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Figure 3.4: A sample from the LTA dataset displaying a single pedestrian’s track. The pedes-
trian’s past track is colored green and is used to assign the pedestrian’s behavior stereotype
when predicting. The future track is colored black and shows how the person avoids others
in the scene.
enough to make such a distinction clear. In the publicly available dataset, annotation and
homography for rectification are provided. The first 150 tracks in each scene are used for
training and the remaining are used for testing. It is important that the training and testing
data be as continuous as possible so that any two pedestrians which exist at the same time
belong to the same set. All training and testing splits use such a first/last split rather than
a random selection for this reason.
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The second dataset used for evaluation is from Learning Pedestrian Dynamics From The
Real World [ST09] which we will refer to as LPD. Similar to LTA, this publication contains
both a novel method and a unique dataset. The term LPD can refer to either but will be
specified to remove ambiguity. The LPD dataset contains 92 tracks. It is an indoor scene and
contains a relatively large number of avoidance maneuvers due to the proximity of people and
the resolution of the data. This dataset is annotated twice, once using manual annotations
and again using a background modeling and object tracking algorithm. In this dataset the
first 32 tracks are used for training and the remaining is used for testing purposes.
Sections 3.8 and 3.9 will discuss experiments on these two datasets.
3.7.2 Baseline Models
Multiple baseline models are used for comparison. This section will outline the models which
will be used in the experiments in the following sections.
Constant velocity assumptions are very popular in tracking literature. We use a simple
constant velocity assumption which predicts a future location based solely on two previous
locations which we refer to as CV1 in the experiments.
We also use a method which assumes the previous location history is a set of noisy
observations to a model which maintains a constant velocity. This method can be thought of
as being similar to the Kalman filtering approach, with the exception that we do not update
the model over time. Rather a linear model is fit to the known observations and all future
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predictions are computed using only these known observations; we refer to this model as
CV2 in the following experiments.
Social force models used for comparison include the LTA method [PES09] and the LPD
method [ST09]. We used a MATLAB implementation of the LTA model in order to produce
results on the LTA data. However, we did not implement a genetic algorithm to train the
LTA method. The original paper provides the parameters for a trained model. This means
that the LTA method may have an strong advantage of being trained on the LTA data which
we use to test the other methods. Despite this advantage, our method still performs well in
comparison.
The LPD method is very similar to a single stereotype of the SPM method (eg: ST1). The
difference is that the LPD method only contains four motivations; the SPM method contains
an additional two motivations. The SPM method is also broken down for comparison into
its component stereotypes: ST1, ST2, and ST3. In these models the pedestrian is forced to
obey only the parameters of a single stereotype model.
3.8 Stereotyping Results
We will evaluate the SPM method with multiple stereotypes as well as without stereotyp-
ing, which is similar to the method in [ST09]. This section will discuss the results of the
stereotyping method know as SPM.
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The dataset used in this section is provided by [PES09] and contains a total of 745
tracks from two separate outdoor scenes. Annotation and homography for rectification are
provided. The first 150 tracks from each scene are used for training and the remaining
are used for testing. It is important that the training and testing data be as continuous
as possible so that any two pedestrians which exist at the same time belong to the same
set. The existence of pedestrians from training and testing set simultaneously appearing in a
scene would result in trained pedestrian tracks being used as obstacles, or as incomplete data
for training since the testing tracks would not be able to be used as obstacles in training.
Therefore it is important that the two sets be distinct in the times which they occur.
3.8.1 LPD versus Stereotyped Models
Our first comparison compares the LPD model from [ST09] with the enhanced models pro-
posed here. The LPD model used 4 motivations and was published in [ST09]. The next step
up is the ST1 model, a single-stereotype but 6 motivation method. The final model is the
full SPM model which uses multiple 3 behavior stereotypes, each containing 6 motivation
component energies. Table 3.1 shows the testing loss on the LTA testing data. While the
ST1 model which uses the two extra motivations of Group Velocity and Neighbor Velocity
improve testing loss by a modest 5%, the SPM model is able to reduce the testing loss by
52%.
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Testing Loss Reduction by Method




Table 3.1: Testing error for different models. Error was calculated by the above loss function
and computed in the coordinate space found by the publicly available homography projection
for the dataset. ST1 refers to a single stereotype, and SPM refers to a three stereotype model.
3.8.2 Comparison with LTA and Baseline Models
The LTA dataset makes it possible to compare the models proposed here with the LTA
approach from [PES09]. We follow the methodology in [PES09] by measuring the number
of correctly predicted trajectories. If a model’s predicted trajectory never varies from the
ground truth by more than a certain threshold, then the predicted trajectory is considered
correct. The accuracy threshold is varied creating multiple performance characteristics where
the best performance is at the top-left corner.
Because the LTA method was trained on the entire dataset, we compare the accuracy of
the LTA model on this dataset over both the training and testing subsets, described above,
that were created to train our models. Figure 3.5 shows that the ST1 model, which does not
include the stereotypes, performs comparably to the LTA model on the training set. On the
testing set, Figure 3.6 shows that the baseline models, such as ST1 which performed similarly
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Figure 3.5: Performance of a Non-stereotyping model ST1 and the LTA model on their
training data. The LTA method performs similarly to the ST1 method.
to LTA, are not able to correctly predict as many tracks as SPM. In fact, the performance
of SPM on its testing data is quite similar to that of LTA on its training data.
Comparisons between the stereotyped model, SPM, and the other baseline models are
performed solely on the test set. In Figure 3.6 we compare various prediction methods.
The worst performance is achieved by the simple linear prediction of constant velocity CV1.
This method assumes that a person will continue at the same speed and direction that was
observed between the last two known observations. The performance of many of the other
methods is very similar. These methods include CV2 which takes the last four observations
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Figure 3.6: Comparison results for SPM as well as its component models against baseline
models on the testing set. CV2 performs almost as well as the component models, and similar
to the results in [PES09], while SPM outperforms all other models by a significant margin.
SPM performs similarly on the testing set in this figure as ST1 and LTA perform on the
training set.
and assumes an underlying linear motion model similar to a Kalman filter. This method
was explained in Section 3.7.2. Each of the three individual models also perform similarly,
the variation is due to the fact that each of these component models is trained on a different
section of the training data. Above all of these methods is the SPM model which is made
from the three component models: ST1, ST2, and ST3.
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Avoidance
LM CV NV GV Dest σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5
0.000 1.170 1.241 0.951 1.547 -0.249 -0.280 -0.280 -0.184 -0.359 -0.292 -0.056 -0.037 0.001
0.000 4.174 3.916 4.491 4.827 -3.576 -4.260 -4.309 -4.246 -3.021 -4.879 -4.116 -3.269 -1.856
0.000 2.509 0.890 1.942 0.716 -0.460 -0.576 -0.458 -0.246 -0.701 -0.431 -0.157 -0.082 -0.119
Table 3.2: Trained model parameters, each line defines a stereotype. The first stereotype
tends to describe most individuals who are attempting to make the best time towards their
destination. The second describes many of the groups of pedestrians. You can see this by
the significantly smaller avoidance terms, as well as the high values for group and neighbor
velocity. The third stereotype tends to describe many of the outliers, pedestrians who do
not belong in either of the first two groups.
3.8.3 Qualitative Analysis of Stereotype Assignment
One interesting aspect of our training is that stereotype assignments are very fluid. The
majority of training tracks changed their initial stereotype at least once during the training
process. This is important because if tracks were unable to change their initial stereotype
then a simpler model which merely trained three separate models would have sufficed. Figure
3.6 shows this clearly, as SPM is a combination of ST1, ST2, and ST3, yet it is able to improve
the prediction rate by as much as 15% over the best component model. This proves that the
stereotypes come from the data in an unsupervised fashion, and the multi-behavior model
as a whole is significantly better than its parts.
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3.8.3.1 Ability to Stereotype
While we did not bias our model toward any specific stereotypes, we noticed that certain
clusters emerged from the SPM training which were qualitatively describable. The most
common was the individual. Often walking quickly and dodging groups of pedestrians,
these pedestrians made up a significant portion of the data in each of the datasets. Next
were people walking in groups or pushing a stroller. Lastly were individuals who seemed
to aimlessly wander or remain relatively stationary for periods of time. The third cluster
contained much fewer pedestrians and their similarities were not always as apparent. This
can be seen in Figure 3.7. The first two images in the figure show the most common clusters,
the last image contains all pedestrians belonging to the smallest cluster. In this scene all
four labeled pedestrians are traveling in very different paths in close proximity, only two of
the four are traveling along the path of the sidewalk which the majority of other pedestrians
in the scene follow.
Table 3.2 displays the parameters resulting from training on the LTA dataset. Because we
are minimizing an energy function these weights are relative, and the least movement term is
held constant and the other parameters are allowed to vary. The relative parameter weights
are quite unique to each stereotype and even hint at qualitative assignments to individuals
and groups. For example, the first stereotype has a relatively low group velocity (GV)
weight and the highest avoidance weights (AV), qualitatively describing individuals who
pay attention to avoiding their surroundings but care more about following their current
neighbors than pedestrians estimated to be in their group. The second stereotype has the
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Figure 3.7: Pedestrians are labeled by their assigned stereotype based on their past motion
history. Most pedestrians are assigned to the yellow stereotype which seems to describe
individuals. The second most popular stereotype, labeled in blue, tends to favor pedestrians
in groups. The least common stereotype, labeled in cyan, occurs infrequently, but in the
case of the last frame it occurs multiple times in a single scene when behavior is not normal.
In the last frame all four pedestrians just dodged each other as they travel in generally the
up/down/left/right direction in close proximity.
lowest avoidance weights across the board and more reliance on group velocity than constant
velocity (the only stereotype to do so). This second stereotype seems to describe pedestrians
who belong to a group. The last stereotype seen in Table 3.2 relies primarily on the constant
velocity (CV) component, a common fall-back model which does not seem to describe any
specific behavior but is generally true. These behaviors would seem to confirm what we
notice in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.8: Examples of pedestrian paths, shown in black, and predicted paths, shown in
red. The model accurately predicts the deflection of pedestrians due to oncoming obstacles.
3.9 Non-Stereotyping Results
The LPD dataset was recorded in a hallway/entrance area of a building. Two sets of ground-
truth data were recorded, one which was manual and another which was generated by a
background subtraction and object detection/tracking system which required no human
input other than setting initial parameters [JS02]. This second set of ground-truth was
noisy, however we felt it was important to show that our pedestrian model was able to
handle tracks resulting from object tracking algorithms. This dataset contained only 92
tracks, significantly fewer than the outdoor scenes, however they were of greater fidelity due
to the higher resolution and smaller field of view.
Image coordinates are mapped to a rectified coordinate space using a simple homography
and all learning/prediction is done in the real world coordinate system. A point on the top
of the head which was used in the LTA dataset is easier to track; however these points would
not be moving on the same plane, as different people are different heights causing errors in
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the mapping between coordinate systems. Due to the angle and resolution of this video, this
noise would be unacceptable.
One third of the tracks were used for training and two-thirds were used for testing. In our
first experiment, we used the model to predict each pedestrian’s path, given the individual’s
initial position, velocity, and the locations of the obstacles.
3.9.1 Loss from Automatic Tracking Results
When tracks are lost in many tracking applications, they are assumed to continue in their
previously known direction. Here, we show how our model can be used to predict a pedes-
trian’s future position in the case where the position cannot be obtained from image data.
Because the system will not be working from whole tracks, the destination is not known,
and for these experiments the corresponding θ5 parameter is held to −∞, thus w(θ5) = 0.
The model is trained to independently predict, at every time step, the next single step as
accurately as possible. This model was trained using tracks automatically generated by the
algorithm described in [JS02].
We compared the predictions from our model against predictions formed using only the
assumption that the pedestrian maintains their last known trajectory. In these predictions,
the pedestrian follows a straight-line defined by the previous two steps. We also experimented
with splines fit to the previous path, but found that the straight-line prediction performed
better.
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Length CV1 LPD−D Improvement
1 0.466 m 0.375 m 19.47%
2 0.784 m 0.575 m 26.62%
3 1.066 m 0.740 m 30.61%
4 1.355 m 0.905 m 33.23%
5 1.638 m 1.075 m 34.34%
6 1.962 m 1.261 m 35.76%
Table 3.3: Length denotes the number of time steps the model must predict; The middle two
columns show the drift from the ground truth measured in meters after the given length of
time. LPD−D denotes that the model does not contain the Destination cost; Improvement
is the percentage decrease in error from the baseline CV1 model to the LPD−D model.
Table 3.3 shows the total error of the various methods over several time lengths. The
error in the estimates of future positions are significantly reduced by using the pedestrian
model, which has avoidance terms in addition to the constant velocity assumption. Notice
that our model offers greater improvement the further ahead that the prediction must be
made.
3.9.2 Avoidance Field
As discussed in Section 3.3.6, multiple values for the σ parameter are each given their own
weight, essentially learning the size of the radius of influence that one pedestrian exerts on
another in the scene. Similarly, multiple avoidance locations are also used to aid in the
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Weights of Learned Avoidance Terms
Figure 3.9: Learned parameter values corresponding to the multiple avoidance locations. A
time offset of 2 corresponds to .8 seconds.
accuracy of the model. The combination of these avoidance terms creates a sort of field,
which was visualized in Figure 3.2.
After training, the θ7 weights showed that on this dataset a model which describes a single
behavior places more weight on avoiding a future predicted location of the obstacles in the
scene. Figure 3.9 shows the corresponding weights of the avoidance terms. It is unexpected
to see that an error prone estimation is more important to avoid than the observed location
of the obstacle; however, it does make sense since the pedestrians themselves are trying to
best chose their future location at the next time step. This also supports the idea that the
avoidance function should be a multi-parameter function, such as SPM and LPD.
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3.10 Summary
This chapter has presented a method for automatically learning parameters for pedestrian
models from real world observations, and this method allows for pedestrians to be elegantly
clustered by their behaviors. We have shown that the unsupervised clustering of pedestrian
behavior stereotypes does result in more accurate motion predictions. Our method has been
tested on multiple datasets and has been shown to be more accurate than standard methods.
Our learning method is able to optimize a magnitude more parameters than has been shown
by other works.
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CHAPTER 4: PEDESTRIAN TRACKING USING MOTION PRIORS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will explore tracking using motion priors, including our own multi-behavior
pedestrian model. Appearance based tracking is a significant subfield of computer vision,
and many different approaches exist. We will narrow the focus from the more broad object
tracking to the more specific domain of pedestrian tracking. Specifically, we are interested
in scenes which contain large numbers of pedestrians that can be seen to navigate their
surroundings including other pedestrians. The crowds and groups of people navigating their
way through the scene will test the abilities of the tracker.
We will show in this chapter that standard tracking methods are significantly improved
when intelligent motion models are utilized using both quantitative measurements as well
as by qualitatively analyzing failure cases. When good quality video is available, we show
a 26% reduction in tracking error when comparing a multi-behavior tracking prior with the
industry standard Kalman tracker. When image quality is less than ideal, we show that the
multi-behavior tracker is robust to error in the avoidance locations. In the presence of partial
occlusions the socially influenced motion prior is able to track certain pedestrians while the
standard approach fails completely. By integrating our published pedestrian model from the
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Figure 4.1: Tracking results on the LTA dataset. Black represents the ground-truth pedes-
trian track. Blue represents the Kalman tracker. Red represents our SPM tracker. The
tracker pedestrian deviates from his intended path to avoid the pedestrian in white in the
center of the scene.
previous chapters with appearance based tracking, this chapter will highlight the application
of our pedestrian model to the active subfield of pedestrian tracking and complete the body
of research that is this dissertation.
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4.2 Method
This section will discuss the method used to track individuals in a scene. Simply put,
tracking is the task of associating the objects observed at one time with another. We
assume that there exists some method of detecting pedestrians as they enter a scene. This
is done in practice commonly through background subtraction or object detection. Once
a pedestrian is detected, we build a straightforward appearance model using Normalized
Cross-Correlation. The appearance model and a motion prior, that uses the predicted value
of a motion estimation method, are used to predict the most likely current position given
the previous observations. This process is repeated until a pedestrian leaves the field of view
of the camera.
Object tracking is a well studied area of computer vision, and more advanced object
trackers that the one used in this chapter exist in literature. A fair criticism would be
that these tracking methods would possibly produce better tracks than the straight-forward
approach taken in this chapter. The important point to note is that the vast majority of
these tracking algorithms still make very naive assumptions about the motions of the objects.
Particle filter based tracking in the vast majority of works either assumes a Brownian or
linear motion model. Particle filtering is merely a method for estimating the shape of a
distribution; when applied to the task of object tracking, particle filtering is agnostic to the
motion model. The lack of intelligent motion models in cutting edge tracking algorithms, as
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well as the fact that most tracking algorithms treat the motion model as a black box, gives
a strong motivation for this work.
4.2.1 Initialization
Agent initialization is the first step in any tracking algorithm. Some methods for tracking
will use background models, or appearance based classifiers to initialize pedestrians [SG99]
[JS02]. Other methods rely on continual re-detection of tracked objects, such as methods
with moving cameras or other difficult situations [ARS08a] [LSV07]. Our method is limited
to a single static camera, although there is no reason image registration couldn’t handle
small camera movements, and multiple calibrated cameras could be used to generate a more
accurate appearance model. The experiments in this dissertation assume that some sort
of detection and agent initialization method does exist which can provide accurate initial
positions and initial velocities.
The LTA dataset used in the experiments contains a single point to annotate the positions
of pedestrians. The ground-truth location for each pedestrian is located on the top of each
pedestrian’s head. We used a bounding box immediately below the given head position
of a fixed size. The size and shape of pedestrians can vary, and background subtraction
techniques can improve this naive approach, however background subtraction techniques
can also introduce errors by incorrectly initializing pedestrians to the wrong dimensions.
Due to the template nature of Normalized Cross-Correlation which will be discussed in
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Section 4.2.2, once a template is created for a pedestrian, changes in template window size
are not possible. We determined a size of 40 by 40 pixels was appropriate after manually
estimating the heights and widths of the pedestrians in the training set. The variation in size
was small due to the size of pedestrians and the angle of the camera. The 40 by 40 window
encompassed the pedestrians as well as a small amount of background; that proved, in initial
testing, to be better than a “too small” window which may cut off parts of pedestrians.
4.2.2 Appearance Model
In order to accurately track pedestrians, we will create a probabilistic model to combine
inputs from two independent sources of information. The first is a standard 2D Normalized
Cross-Correlation (NCC) method for measuring image similarity. The NCC method is useful
for tracking because it is robust to illumination changes, however it is less robust to rotation
or pose changes than histogram based appearance models or probability density models.
However, pedestrians do not rotate in the test dataset, nor do they change pose significantly.
The advantage of the NCC method is the encoding of both shape information and appearance
information, which are the most important aspects in the given dataset. Additionally, the
NCC method does not require any training, other than the initialization image patch. The
NCC method is easily converted to a probability map for the entire scene, making it a
fast and efficient appearance based tracking method. The appearance based probability
map will be multiplied by the motion based probability map, this results in a weighted
probability map of the scene. Pedestrians are assumed to be located at the location with the
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Figure 4.2: The results of (a) Equation 4.1 and (b) Equation 4.2 on a sample frame of the
dataset. The black box is shown to specify the location of the pedestrian, detail inside the
black box is shown in Figure 4.3.
highest probability. This approach for combining appearance and motion information into a
straightforward tracking algorithm has been used in previous social force tracking methods
[PES09] [KAO11].











x,y [t(x− u, y − v)− t̄]
2
(4.1)
where t represents the template image, t̄ represents the mean of the template, and f repre-
sents the image patch which is being tracked. f̄u,v is the mean of f(x, y) in the region under
the template. The result of NCC is a value measuring the template’s similarity for each
location in the scene.
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In addition to appearance information, the motion information will be provided by the
multi-behavior social force model that will be used to estimate the location based on the
current track. This estimated position will be converted to a probability using a Gaussian
distribution centered at the predicted location. The σ value, specified as σk will determine the
size of the region where the tracked pedestrian is estimated to be. This σk parameter will be
the only parameter which controls the tracking algorithm. A small value for σk corresponds
to a very tight Gaussian and most of the tracking will be done in this case by the motion
model. A large value corresponds to a very large Gaussian probability distribution, where
many positions in the scene share similar motion estimation likelihoods. In Section 4.3.









where the window (u, v) is large enough to properly contain all sufficiently non-zero values.
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are combined using the following function.
Ptrack(x, y) = (NCC(x, y) + 1) ∗ Pmotion(x, y) (4.3)
In the original prediction evaluation methods it was assumed that the position of the other
pedestrians in the scene was known, and could be accurately tracked during prediction. For
the application of tracking, this assumption is incorrect. When tracking, the positions of each
object being tracked is only as good as the tracker. This means that non-stationary obstacles
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(other pedestrians) must be tracked in parallel. To that end, we modified the algorithm such
that we no longer tracked each pedestrian one-by-one. Instead, at each discrete time step
pedestrians would be tracked into the next time step. This is how a real-time tracking
algorithm must be written. The tracking method is described algorithmically as follows:
for t = 1 . . . T do1
for p ∈ P do2
Generate xt+1 using the algorithm from Section 3.5;3
Compute Pmotion(xt+1) and NCC(x, y);4
Compute the tracked location x̌t+1 = arg minx,y Ptrack(x, y);5
Update xt+1, replacing it by the value x̌t+1 in all stored locations.6
end7
end8
One caveat of this tracking algorithm is that over time, as tracks drift, the scene infor-
mation used to compute the pedestrian avoidance energies may become less reliable. Errors
in tracking could cause incorrect motion predictions for the pedestrians being avoided, re-
sulting in even worse tracking. This feedback loop could potentially cause the SPM method
to perform worse than the Kalman filter as a motion prior, despite the fact that we have
already shown the SPM method significantly outperforms the Kalman filter at the task of
pedestrian motion prediction. Since the Kalman filter prior does not depend on the locations





Figure 4.3: Detail from Figure 4.2. (a) The NCC appearance based prediction. (b) The
motion estimated prior. (c) The combination of (a) and (b) which is computed by Equation
4.3.
phenomenon was not apparent in our tests. While the Kalman did outperform on some
pedestrians, over the entirety of the test set the SPM prior significantly outperformed the
Kalman prior as will be shown in Section 4.3.
4.2.3 Kalman Filtering
In the classical Kalman filtering application, the input to the algorithm are a set of observa-
tions as well as a covariance matrix. In our application, the observations are the locations of
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the pedestrians (x, y), and the covariance matrix is the identity matrix. The states modeled
by the Kalman filter are the position, x and y, and the velocity, vx and vy. As each location
is predicted, the system would be updated with the actual observation and the process would
repeat itself. In a tracking application, the observations beyond the initialization stage are
not always correct. The observations beyond the initialization frames are actually the loca-
tions predicted by the tracking algorithm. This is slightly different from the classical Kalman
filtering definition which assumes that at the next discrete time step true observations are
available at the previous time steps. However, this limitation is required because the infor-
mation necessary for the classical definition is not available to an object tracking algorithm,
true observations are merely the results of the tracking algorithm.
The actual implementation of the Kalman filter used in this dissertation can be found
online 1.
4.2.4 Motion Prior Probability Distributions
This section will discuss alternative motion prior distributions, and discuss why the Gaussian
weighting probability was used.
One could imagine a potential motion prior where the energy values are converted di-
rectly into probabilities. This would remove the need for minimizing the energy function in
the SPM method and seemingly save processing time. This is false, since the minimization
of the energy function is quite efficient due to the direct upper-bound minimization process.
1http://www.cs.ubc.ca/ murphyk/Software/Kalman/kalman.html
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Sampling the energy field at the resolution necessary for prediction is far more computa-
tionally expensive. Additional runtime and complexity analysis is provided in Section 4.4.1.
Another reason for using a Gaussian located at the point estimated by the motion model is
that a single estimated location is what the model was trained to produce, not any specifi-
cally shaped energy function. While it is possible that using the energy function to compute
location probabilities would result in accurate tracking, the model would not be trained to
fulfill this task. In addition to the above two reasons, by using a single estimated location
and a Gaussian probability, we can directly compare to the industry standard: constant
velocity Kalman filter estimation.
4.3 Experimental Results
For the experiments in this chapter, we will compare a standard motion prior, the Kalman
filter, against our pedestrian modeling method introduced in the previous chapter using the
framework described in the previous section. Once again, the model is trained using the first
third of the LTA dataset [PES09], and evaluated on the second two-thirds of the data. The
tracking algorithm will be evaluated using the publicly available LTA dataset which was used
in the previous chapter as well. This section will show how the error in tracking accuracy is
reduced by 26% when multi-behavior social forces are used to model pedestrian motion.
The Kalman filter is a standard approach, and while it is incredibly useful, we will show
in this chapter that it is insufficient to describe and eventually track the complex interactions
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of pedestrians. In near collisions amongst pedestrians, the linear prediction leads to losing
the target, or in some cases, the switching from one pedestrian to another. These cases will
be discussed later in this section as well as in Section 4.4. The details of our Kalman filter
formulation and implementation can be found in Section 4.2.3.
The scene labeled “seq hotel” from the LTA dataset [PES09] presents a particularly good
test case for tracking and the use of socially aware motion priors. The scene, which covers a
busy sidewalk, is partially occluded by trees. Since the data was recorded in the winter, these
trees have lost their leaves, and pedestrians can be seen through them. However the partial
occlusion which is present in this scene adds extra difficulty towards the task of tracking.
Sample tracks from this portion of the data can be seen in Figure 4.1, 4.4, and 4.6.
4.3.1 Quantitative Comparison
In order to quantitatively compare the two motion priors we allowed both trackers to in-
dependently track the entire test dataset. We then measured the overall loss between the





where x̌ and T are the tracked and ground-truth pedestrian paths and Ns is the number of
samples in each path.
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Motion Prior Weight
6 12 18 24 36 48
217 156 137 136 153 181
Table 4.1: SPM tracker cumulative error under various operating conditions. The tracking
algorithm was tested using increasingly larger values for σk, seen in the middle row, until we
were satisfied that further testing would not result in significantly better results.
Motion Prior Weight
6 12 18 24 36 48
368 224 199 199 243 305
Table 4.2: Kalman tracker cumulative error under various operating conditions. The tracking
algorithm was tested using increasingly larger values for σk, seen in the middle row, until we
were satisfied that further testing would not result in significantly better results.
The above function sums the L2 distance between the tracked position and the ground-
truth at every point in time. Therefore, a track which lags behind the ground-truth but
eventually catches up will have a positive loss, even if it follows the same path as the ground-
truth. This is different than if the minimum distance were taken between each track ignoring
the time component, more common in methods suited for handwriting analysis. Practically,
this distinction is not very important for our application since trackers that lose their target
are not likely to “catch up.”
The results of this evaluation can be seen in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 where the total error is
accumulated over the test set according to Equation 4.4. By testing the algorithm using a
line search of possible σk values, we have attempted to find the best value for this dataset.
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If σk is too large, then the motion information will be ignored; conversely if σk is too small
then the appearance information will be ignored. The value which corresponds to be optimal
tracking results will depend on the dataset. The data in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 indicate
that for the LTA dataset, the optimal σk is between 18 and 24.
4.4 Image Degradation
Image quality has a significant effect on appearance based models for obvious reasons. There
are many common natural causes of poor image quality; for example: weather conditions,
incorrect/malfunctioning sensor information, image compression, and transmission noise.
The LTA dataset does not contain many such problems which are commonly encountered in
real world applications. Therefore, we chose to test our trackers in the presence of various
levels of Gaussian blur. By blurring the input image we are essentially decreasing the sensor
resolution without negatively affecting the annotation used to initialize our tracks. We will
refer to the σ parameter used to govern the image blur as σi to prevent confusion with the
motion prior weight σk.
The results of this evaluation can be seen in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, which are expanded ver-
sions of Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Additionally, these tables are visualized for easier understanding
in Figure 4.5. While the 3D surface can be used to see relationships that are not immediately
apparent when viewing the table, it can be difficult to read very precisely. Therefore, we
have also included Figure 4.7 which compares the Kalman prior to our SPM prior directly
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under an array of σk values at a fixed image blur. Each subgraph in Figure 4.7 corresponds
to a fixed amount of image degradation, which can be viewed in Figure 4.8.
Motion Prior Weight
6 12 18 24 36 48
Image Blur
0 217 156 137 136 153 181
1 219 159 138 135 144 160
3 240 175 153 144 149 168
6 262 207 179 166 176 198
10 269 231 207 197 202 227
21 272 265 241 243 261 301
Table 4.3: SPM tracker cumulative error under various operating conditions, the error from
the best tracker configuration for this motion prior is in bold. Horizontally, the tracking
algorithm was tested using increasingly larger values for σk (motion prior weighting value)
until we were satisfied that further testing would not result in significantly better results.
Vertically, the tracker was tested under decreasing image quality due to increased image
blur, samples of these blurred images can be seen in Figure 4.8.
In all test cases the SPM motion prior outperformed the Kalman prior. This does not
mean that the SPM motion prior outperformed on every track; for some pedestrians, the
Kalman filter did track much better. However, over the entire test set, the SPM motion prior
proved the better option. Often the difference was quite significant. Under the large blur
of σi = 21, the SPM motion prior measured on average 50% less error than the equivalent
Kalman prior. An example of this difference can be seen in Figure 4.4 where the same
pedestrian was tracked under good and very poor image quality. In full resolution both
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Motion Prior Weight
6 12 18 24 36 48
Image Blur
0 368 224 199 199 243 305
1 370 215 193 210 223 264
3 422 271 213 223 230 253
6 494 339 283 269 301 341
10 507 421 357 341 355 416
21 517 497 479 502 546 641
Table 4.4: Kalman tracker cumulative error using the same settings as Table 4.3. See the
caption of Table 4.3 above for more details.
trackers produce very similar, and mostly correct results. However, when the same pedestrian
is tracked under poor image conditions, both tracks begin to drift, but the SPM prior does
not allow the track to collide with another pedestrian and reacquires the original target.
The closest operating conditions in our tests occurred at σi = 1 and σk = 12, where the
SPM method produced only 26% less error than the Kalman tracker. This is still a very
significant reduction of error. This is due to the fact that the SPM prior is far better suited
to predicting pedestrian movements, and the LTA dataset was originally created to observe
human pedestrian behavior.
Small amounts of image blur can be beneficial to NCC, or other template based trackers.
By slightly blurring the input image, the appearance model gains some robustness to minor
pose and shape changes without significantly diminishing the color information. As can be
seen in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, the best test results occurred under a σi = 1 Gaussian blur.
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Figure 4.4: The same pedestrian tracked under very different image conditions. The left im-
age shows that both motion estimation models are able to accurately predict this individual
on a crowded sidewalk. The right image shows that even under significant image degradation
the SPM prior continues to track the pedestrian where the Kalman prior fails.
We have shown that poor image quality is a contributing factor towards poor tracking
performance, especially when using linear motion assumptions. Figure 4.6 shows an example
where partial occlusion leads to poor tracking results. In this scene a pedestrian is seen
moving underneath a tree which has lost its leaves. The fact that so much of a pedestrian
is occluded when underneath this tree causes poor appearance information. The top row in
Figure 4.6 shows the scene without artificial image degradation, and the bottom row shows
the scene under a significant amount of Gaussian blur. Additionally, the left, middle and
right columns show small, moderate and large values values for the σk weight. By looking at
the left-most column where the motion prior is most restrictive, we can see that the artificial
image degradation has little effect on the overall tracking in this case. Using an appropriate



































































































Kalman Tracker SPM Tracker
Figure 4.5: Tracking error for Kalman (left) and SPM (right) motion priors. The z-axis
represents the overall testing error, the x-axis represents the weight of the motion prior,
and the y-axis represents the degradation of the image quality for the appearance based
tracker. The SPM motion prior outperforms the Kalman filter in all test settings. The
optimal settings are a moderate sized σk and a small amount of image blur σi. Too large or
too small of a motion prior Gaussian results in poor tracking, as well as significant amounts
of image degradation.
Kalman tracker continues to struggle. Finally, in the right-most column the Kalman tracker
can be seen to completely fail. In fact, both the left and right columns show complete failures
in the Kalman tracker; in the left column the small σk value causes the failure case to at
least travel along in the last known direction, in the right column the σk value is large and
thus does not influence the tracker enough to move from the initial location.
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Figure 4.6: Tracking results under partial occlusion from the tree. Ground-truth labeled in
black. Top-Left: Small values for the prior sigma result in paths which deviate little from
the motion prior’s path. Top-Middle: Using the most optimal prior weight, SPM is able to
keep track of the pedestrian, however the Kalman prior continues in the wrong direction.
Top-Right: Large prior sigmas result in complete failure from the Kalman tracker, however
the SPM tracker is able to maintain the pedestrian. As seen from the bottom row, image blur
does little to effect the smallest sigma tracker; other values for sigma do result in different
tracks, however qualitatively they are quite similar.
4.4.1 Runtime and Complexity Analysis
Due to the nature of tracking algorithms, real time performance is often required. This
section will discuss this goal and the challenges faced by SPM which is currently written in
MATLAB in a parallelized program.
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Because each pedestrian in a scene interacts with the the other pedestrians, we can see
that the complexity of the algorithm grows with the square of the number of pedestrians.
MATLAB, which stands for Matrix Laboratory, is different than C/C++ since it is far more
efficient to compute fixed size matrix operations than computing the same value using for
loops. This limitation caused an implementation restriction to be put on the maximum
number of pedestrians in a scene. We analyzed the dataset and determined that no more
than 12 annotated pedestrians were ever seen at the same time in the scene, therefore we
fixed the size of the matrix to this value. This essentially forces the algorithm to always
run under worst-case conditions, however it is actually more efficient than the alternative.
If larger scenes were used, then this number would need to be increased or some pedestrian
interactions would have to be ignored. Practically speaking, pedestrians will ignore the large
majority of other pedestrians in a large scene, so this limitation may not cause a significant
drop in performance. If the scene were too large pedestrians who were behind an individual,
or too far from them could be ignored rather than the pedestrians nearby and in front of an
individual.
The current parallelized implementation running on a Quad-core i7 desktop computer
can predict an entire average length track in 1.02 seconds. Given that the average track is
20.77 frames in length, and the first 5 points are ignored/used for initialization, this means
on average pedestrian can be predicted at a rate of 15.46 frames per second. This is roughly
half the speed of what is considered realtime, however it is not an unreasonable amount of
latency depending on the application.
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(a) Image degradaon 0 (b) Image degradaon 1
(c) Image degradaon 3 (d) Image degradaon 6



































































































































































Figure 4.7: Tracking error for Kalman (blue) and SPM (red) motion priors. The y-axis
represents the total tracking error accumulated over the testing set. The x-axis represents
the motion prior sigma value; a small prior means that the tracker will obey the motion
information more than a large prior value which will allow the motion information to be
ignored. The exact function can be found in Equation 4.3. Each graph represents a different
amount of Gaussian image blur which was applied to challenge the tracking method (See
Figure 4.8 for details). At high values of degradation ((e) and (f)), the differences between
the motion priors are even more pronounced since the appearance information is less reliable.
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4.5 Summary
This chapter has explored the ability of our SPM model to be used as a motion prior for
pedestrian tracking. Tracking algorithms for pedestrians are integral to many practical
applications such as: vehicle early warning systems, crowd stability analysis, surveillance
and security. The results have shown that our novel SPM method can significantly improve
pedestrian tracking when compared to the industry standard approach. We have attempted
to provide as much data for analysis as possible.
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(a) Image degradaon 0
(b) Image degradaon 1
(c) Image degradaon 3 (d) Image degradaon 6
(e) Image degradaon 10
(f) Image degradaon 21
Figure 4.8: Image degradation examples. Subfigures correspond to Figure 4.7.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
This work has detailed the original research on the subject of pedestrian tracking and the
efficient training of models for predicting human movements. The pedestrian model described
in this dissertation has been shown to be novel and effective for the purposes of simulation,
prediction, and tracking. This work began as a simplistic energy model which was shown to
be trained efficiently using Variational Mode Learning. A novel extension was made which
allowed multiple motion models to be trained in parallel. This new method was shown to
significantly improve the predictive ability of the original pedestrian model. This work has
shown that the advantages of predictive ability can be carried on to the task of pedestrian
tracking in real world scenes, resulting in significant quantitative advantages over linear
motion assumptions.
Some of the specific contributions of the work described in this dissertation are outlined
below.
5.1 Summary of Contributions
Chapter 3 introduced the energy model for our LPD method that predicts the social in-
teractions of pedestrians. In Section 3.6 we show how a set of parameters can be learned
using real pedestrian tracks. This trained model is able to outperform the industry standard
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for motion prediction, Kalman filtering. Section 3.9.1 shows that the LPD method can be
trained on automatic pedestrian tracks generated by a object tracking algorithm. Further-
more, it shows that the LPD method offers greater improvement the longer a prediction is
made, up to 35% reduction in error, when compared to straight line prediction. Using the
evaluation metrics used by another social force motion prediction method, LTA, we show in
Section 3.8.2 that we are are able to learn similarly descriptive models.
The LPD model is extended to handle multiple pedestrian behaviors in Section 3.4.
Other works have begun to handle the formation of social groups by incorporating additional
parameters, however we show that this is insufficient. Table 3.1 shows that the addition
of group behaviors, at a correct prediction group assignment rate of 98%, as well as the
addition of local neighborhood influence does improve prediction by 5.22%. Stereotyping
pedestrians based on their movement patterns involves training multiple sets of parameters.
By stereotyping pedestrian behaviors, we are able to estimate pedestrian motion with less
than half the error of a more naive single behavior social force model.
Chapter 4 discusses the work related to applying the pedestrian motion model to the
common computer vision task of object tracking. This chapter looks into tracking in various
circumstances. It shows that using ideal image quality, a multi-behavior social force motion
information can offer a 26.25% reduction in tracking error when compared to Kalman fil-
tering motion priors. Under significant image quality reduction this difference is amplified,
despite the fact that the locations of the pedestrians in the crowd are less reliable. This ro-
bustness is important to proving how pedestrian motion models can be useful in real world
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applications. A common requirement of real world tracking applications is runtime efficiency
and scalability. While scalability is an issue due to the fact that the number of interactions
between pedestrians grows with the square of the number of pedestrians, the current paral-
lelized MATLAB implementation is able to predict pedestrian tracks in just over 1 second
on average on a Quad-core i7 machine.
5.2 Future Directions
The framework described in this dissertation has been developed to explore the area of
pedestrian motion models and the obvious applications. While these methods attempt to
be as complete as possible, there are additional avenues of research yet to be explored. One
possibility is the addition of scene characteristics. Obstacles are annotated in a scene’s
ground truth; however obstacles should truly be defined by the individuals in the scene. It
would be possible that certain behavior stereotypes may walk through regions of a scene
that others would avoid, such as the grassy lawns that separate sidewalks on campuses or
in parks. Another possibility would be the use of attractors, these points would be a sort of
intermediary destination which is shared among multiple pedestrians, such as water-coolers
or scenic locations along a walk; the opposite of the obstacle, these points are locations that
people like to be.
Additionally, human pedestrian behavior is not the only motion which is poorly described
by linear assumptions. From the very small (eg: movement and behavior of microscopic
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organisms) to the very large (eg: large container ships on the ocean use early warning collision
prediction systems), systems of behavior which seem complex can be modeled whenever the
underlying motivations can be defined. As such, the models of this dissertation could be
directly applied to an array of new applications.
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